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Abstract

In order to get more useful information about Locally C*-algebras, we introduce in this paper

the notion of bounded elements. First, we study the connection between bounded elements and

spectrally bounded elements. Some structural results of Locally C*-algebras are established in

Theorems 1 , 2 and 3. As an immediate consequence of Theorem 3, we give a characterization

of the connected component of the identity in the group of unitary elements for a Locally C*-

algebra.
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1- INTRODUCTION.

Locally C*-algebras have been carefully studied by A. Inoue in [2]. Many results established

in the C*-algebras case are extended to the case of locally C*-algebras. Essentially, the similar

properties of special elements are established. In this paper, we introduce bounded elements

of locally C*-algebras which are useful to have more information about this kind of algebras.

In section 2, we study the connection between spectrally bounded elements and bounded ele-

ments. In section 3, we give some propositions concerning the stability of bounded elements by

*-homomorphisms. The main result in this section is that the C*-algebra of bounded elements of

a non trivial locally C*-algebra is not simple. On the other hand, unitary elements are bounded.

It is well known that when an algebra A is C*-algebra, the connected component Uo(A) of the

identity in the group of unitary elements U(A) is the set of all finite products emieia2 eia>n

with n > 1 and a,\,a,2, ....,an hermitian. In section 3, we show that this set is dense in UQ(A).

Let A be a complete topological star algebra with a topology induced by a separating directed

set of algebra C*-seminorms (|| \\i,i € I). Such an algebra is known as a locally C*-algebra [2].

For each i 6 I, the set ker || || j is a closed two-sided ideal of A and so, A/ker || ||j is a normed al-

gebra. The completion Ai of *4/ker || ||j is a C*-algebra and it is called factor algebra associated

with || | | j . The canonical homomorphism TTJ from A into At is *-homomorphism. On the other

hand, ker || || • C ker || ||̂  when j > i. That induces a canonical homomorphism TTJJ from Aj into

Ai such that TT̂  O Kjk = irik and TT̂  O TCJ = -Ki for all k > j > i. This directed set of C*-algebras

(A{,i € I) together with the collection of continous *-homomorphisms (^ij)j>i, ^ij • Aj —» Ai,

is said to be a projective system. Endow U^iAi with the product topology and coordinate-wise

operations. Then the subalgebra LP(A) = { (ai)ie/ : nij(a,j) = ai when i < j } is called the

inverse limit of (Ai)ieI.

Proposition 1 [2] Let A be a locally C*-algebra with the family of C-seminorms (|| \\i,i € /)

and let (Ai,TTij,i € /) and LP(A) be as above. Then,

(1) A is isomorphic to LP(A) and for each (a)je/ € LP(A), there exists only one a in A

such that TTi(a) — ai.

(2) An element a £ A is invertible if, and only if, iri(a) is invertible in Ai for all i in I.

We write A = lim^ (Ai, Wij)iei. A locally C*-algebra A is metrizable if its topology is

defined by a countable set of C*-seminorms.



2. SPECTRALLY BOUNDED ELEMENTS.

Let A be a locally C*-algebra with identity. The spectrum Sp^(a) of an element a in A is

the set of all complex scalars A such that A — a is not invertible and the spectral radius of a is

PA(a) = Sup{\\\,\ € SpA{a)}- With notations as above, we have

for all a € A.

An element a of A is spectrally bounded in A if

PA (a) = Sup{pAi(a,i ) , i e l } < oo .

Consider the set:

b{A) = {a£A: ||a||oo = 5ttp{||o||j,« € /} < +00}

(1)

(2)

then (b(A), || ||oo) is a C*-algebra. It is called the C*-algebra of bounded elements of A. Such

an algebra is dense in A and the canonical *-homomorphisms 7̂  : A —¥ A% and TT{ : b(A) —> A%

are surjective [5].

Remark 1. Let a € A. If a £ b(A), then SPA{O) C Sp^) a nd so> a 1S spectrally bounded.

The converse is not true. Indeed, consider the infinite matrix

/ 0 1 0 \
0 0 2 0
. . 0 3 0

N =

0 n 0 .

\
Then N is a, quasinilpotent element of the locally C*-algebra IIn>iIMn((T) and

Halloo > y/p(irn{N)irn{N)* > n - 1 for all n > 1

where irn is the canonical homomorphism from Un>iIMn((T) to IMn((F).

Proposition 2. Every spectrally bounded hermitian element of a locally C*-algebra A is in

b(A).

Proof: Using (2) , we have Halloo = p^(a) < 00 and so a €

A locally C*-algebra is called Q-algebra if its group of invertible elements is an open set. In

such algebra, every element is spectrally bounded.



Theorem 1. Let A be a metrizable locally C*-algebra with an identity. If every a of A is

spectrally bounded, then A is C*-algebra. In particular, if A is Q-algebra, then A is C*-algebra.

Proof: Assume that Sp^(a) is bounded for all a € A. By Proposition 2, all hermitian ele-

ments are in b(A) and so, A = b(A). It remains to show that the linear map id : A —>• b(A) is

continuous. Let an be a sequence of A which converges to 0 in A and converges to a in b(A).

Let p be an arbitrary positive linear map on b(A). It is a positive linear map on A. Notice that

A is a metrizable topological algebra with identity. Applying Theorem 3 in [4], p is continuous

on A and so, p(an) —> p(a) = 0. Therefore, a = 0.

Generally, this result is not true. Indeed, consider the Cc[0,1] of continuous complex fonctions

on [0,1] with the topology of uniform convergence on countable compact sets. It is easy to see

that Cc[0,1] is a locally C*-algebra with spectrally bounded elements, but it is not a C*-algebra.

3. THE C*-ALGEBRA OF BOUNDED ELEMENTS.

In general, we can define b(A) of a complete locally multiplicatively convex algebra b(A) for

each family of sub-multiplicative seminorms which induce the topology. Notice that such family

of seminorms is not unique. By the following proposition, we deduce that b(A) does not depend

on the choice of the family of C*-seminorms which define the topology of A.

Proposition 3. Let A and B be two locally C*-algebras.

1. If A is a closed star subalgebra of B, then b(A) = b(B) f)A.

2. If <j> '• A —>• B is an injective *-homomorphism from A into B with a closed image, then b(A) =

b(B) n<p(A).

Proof: 1. Let a be a hermitian element in b{A). As A is a closed star subalgebra of B,

SPA{a) = Spis{a). Moreover, SpA.{o) Q Spb^)(a). Then a is spectrally bounded in B. Us-

ing Proposition 2, we obtain a 6 b{B). Conversely, let a be a hermitian element in A n b(A).

Then Sp^,(a) is bounded. Because Sp^(a) = SPB(<I), a is spectrally bounded in A and hence,

a e b(A).

2. Note that <p{A) is a closed star subalgebra of B. By 1, we deduce that b((f>(A)) — <f>(A) nb{B).

It remains to prove that b((f>(A)) = b(A). Let b a hermitian element of b((j)(A)). Then there

exists a hermitian element a of A such that <p(a) = b. Since cf> is a C*-isomorphism from A onto

<p(A), SPA{O) = Sp<p(A){fy- Therefore, a e b(A). Hence, (j> is a C*-isomorphism from 6(.4) onto

to b(4>{A)). This completes the proof.



In [2], it was shown that every closed two-sided ideal of a locally C*-algebra is a star subal-

gebra and every closed star subalgebra of a locally C*-algebra is a locally C*-algebra.

Proposition 4. Let J be a closed two-sided ideal of a locally C* -algebra A, then b(J) is a

closed two-sided ideal ofb(A). Moreover, if A/J is complete (to be a Locally C*-algebra) , the

sequence

0 —> b(J)^b(A)^b(A/J) —> 0

is exact where a. is the identity map and /? the canonical projection.

Proof: Using Proposition 3, we have b{J) = b(A) C\J. Therefore, it is clear that b{J) is a

two-sided ideal of b(A). Because b(J) is a C*-algebra that is embedded in the C*-algebra b(A),

b(J) is closed in b(A). On the other hand, it is easy to see that Ima C ker/3. Let a G b(A)

such that P(a) = 0. Then a G J and hence a G b(J).

Corollary 1. Let A be a locally C*algebra with a projective system of C*-algebras (Ai, \\\\i,i G

/ ) . Then

0 - » b(kev || WJ-S+bW-Z+Ai —• 0

is exact for each i G / and hence, b(A)/b(ker || ||j) = Ai-

Theorem 2. Let A be a locally C*-algebra. If b(A) is simple, then A is a C*-algebra.

Proof: Note that a locally C*-algebra which is not a C*-algebra, can never be simple and

hence b(A) cannot be simple. Indeed, assume that (|| | | j , i E I) is the set of C*-seminorms which

define the topology of A. If A is not a C*-algebra, then there is io £ I such that ker || | | j 0 is a

proper closed two sided-ideal of A. On the other hand, 6(ker || \\i0) is a closed two-sided ideal of

and 6(ker || ||i0) is dense in ker || | | j 0 . Therefore b(A) is not simple.

Problem. Let A denote a C*-algebra which is not simple. Is there a non trivial locally

C*-algebra B such that A is the C*-algebra of bounded elements of B1.

4. UNITARY ELEMENTS IN A LOCALLY C*-ALGEBRA.

Let A be a locally C*-algebra with an identity. Denote by U{A) the group of unitary ele-

ments of .4, and by UQ (A) the connected component of the identity in U(A). Write £{A) =

{eiaieia2 eian , ak is hermitian, 1 < k < n }. Notice that U{A) = U {b{A)) and Uo

(b(A)) C U{A)r Generally, UQ (A) contains elements not in UQ (b(A)). If not then, as £

(b{A)) C £(A) and £ (b(A)) = Uo (b(A)), we have U0(A) = £{A). This is not possible in



general, since £(A) need not be closed (see Example 3. 7 in [6]).

Lemma 1. If 6 : A —> B is an *-homomorphism from a locally C*-algebra A onto a locally

C*-algebra B, then 9{£(A)) = £{B).

Proof: Let IIi<ft<ne
lfe G £{A). As 0 is an *-homomorphism 6(A) = B, there exist hermitian

elements a^, 1 < k < n in A such that 6(ak) = &&• Therefore 9(Iii<k<netak) = ̂ •i<k<netbh•

Lemma 2. Let X be a complete metrizable locally convex linear space and Y a closed subspace

of X. If X is the countable inverse limit of a projective system of Banach spaces (Xi,iti,i G / ) ,

then Y is the inverse limit of the projective system (iri(Y),Tri,i G /)•

Proof: See Lemma 2 in [1].

Using Lemmas 1 and 2, we obtain these results.

Theorem 3. Let A = lim< (Ai, Ttij)i£i be a unital metrizable locally C*-algebra with the

topology induced by a countable set of submultiplicative C*-seminorms (|| jj,-,i € I). Then

1. U{A) £Uim<_ (U(Ai), 7Ty)iG/).

2. Uo (A) = lim^_ (Uo

Proof: Remark that u is unitary if and only if 7Tj(tt) is unitary for all i e I. This shows the

first result. Second, note that Uo {A) and UQ (Ai) are respectively closed in U(A) and

Using Lemma 2, we have Uo (A) = lim< Ki(Uo(Ai)), ^ij)iei- And by Lemma 1, we obtain

ni(S(A)) = £(Ai) = U(Ai)

for all i € I. On the other hand we have,

TTi(£(A)) C TTi(U0(A)) C Uo(Ai).

Therefore, n(Uo{A)) =U0 (Ai).

Corollary 2. The set £(A) is dense inU(A).

Proof: By Lemma 2, we have £(.4) is the inverse limit of the projective system (iri((£(A)), TTJJ, i 6

J) and by Lemma 1, we have

for all i G / . Moreover,

Ki(€{A)) C -Ki(UQ(A)) c Uo(Ai).

We deduce that £(A) = U0(A).
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